
	

	
Independent	Spirit.		
Greetings from Bohemia Heights West, brought to you by Liquor Barons. Occasionally I'm 
Tim Rogers. So, what the bloody hell are we going to talk about today? Well, I want to talk to 
you about your WA-ness. No, no, no. Not your doot. But that part of you that informs your 
independent spirit. That's right. I'm one of you. Born, bred and buttered in Kalgoorlie. It was 
a long time ago and a lot's gone on, but I still feel that being born out west informs about 
73% of my personality. I reckon it's the curl in my lip, the tilt in my hip and when my day's 
responsibilities are done, an appreciation of that heavenly first sip. It's the skip in my step, 
those steps that urge me to take the road less rambled. Yeah, so while the narrative will 
have you believe that you have to act, speak, and think a certain way, why not more than 
think outside the square? Dream outside the flippin’ parallelogram. All right. That's it from 
me. Tune in for more insights and verbal delights from Bohemia Heights West brought to 
you by Liquor Barons. Wines, beers, and independent spirit. 

 

Footy.		
	Greetings from Bohemia Heights West brought to you by Liquor Barons. Occasionally I'm 
Tim Rogers and what the bloody hell are we going to talk about today? It's that time of year. 
You've been thinking about it for months. You're considering ironing your guernseys, aren't 
you? And those lucky undies, are you going to give him one more year around? It's footy 
season. Let's go to the big games. Yeah, they're quite something. But every time we go to 
one, let's go to a smaller game. Under elevens who have never had more than six people 
and nine goats at each game. Give them some encouragement. Speaking of encouragement, 
when we're at games this year, let's stretch the vernacular a little. Rather than shout out, 
"you're rubbish, ball, chewy on your boot." all the regulars, when your least favourite player 
of all time's lining up from 30 meters out, quote a little bit of French symbolist poetry at the 
top of your lungs. It'll baffle them. It'll baffle the crowd and they're going to spray it. Job 
accomplished. Go enjoy yourself. Leave the rubbish language for someone else's small 
imagination. You're better than that. Go out there and baffle the hell out of everybody. 
Brought to you by Liquor Barons. Wines, beers, and independent spirit. 

 

Craft	beer.		
Greetings from Bohemia Heights West brought to you by Liquor Barons. Occasionally I'm Tim 
Rogers and what the bloody hell are we going to talk about today? Well, I received a letter 
underneath the door from one Carol Braithwaite of Leederville and she asked me, "Rogers, 
should craft beers compete against other crafts? For example, nana's crochet blankets or 
your auntie's legendary lamingtons or what about Pop's hand whittled bird callers?" Well, 
Carol, I've long been a naysayer. I've poo-pooed craft beers, because they've been too fruity 
when I'm a bit more of a lager person. But as I'm now in my thirties, I'm starting to 
appreciate time, craft and independence. And while most craft beers don't really stack up 
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against your auntie's legendary lamingtons, I like that they're trying. And if you keep sending 
them, I'll keep trying them. Thank you, Carol. So why don't you join us for more musings and 
perusing whilst the sky above us is bruising? Here from the vantage with advantage, 
Bohemia Heights West brought to you by Liquor Barons. Wines, beers, and independent 
spirit. 
	
Unicorn.	
Greetings from Bohemia Heights West brought to you by Liquor Barons. Occasionally I'm Tim 
Rogers and what the bloody hell are we going to talk about today? I was tickled pink this 
week to hear from Leonie Buhagiar of Bunbury. She wrote to me, "Hey Rogers, what's your 
preferred method of transport to get to work and to get home at night?" Thank you, Leonie 
Buhagiar of Bunbury. I love cars. I love my motorbike. I love my push bike. I like horses. I like 
ponies. I particularly love walking, but to get to work and to get home. Well, I go by unicorn. 
I mean really, if you had the option, wouldn't you? They run on Fruit Loops and passion pop, 
and they're always great conversationalists for the trip. And by the time you get there, 
you've already had an experience that you want to share with somebody. And sharing? Well, 
that's what we all want to do, okay? But most of all, we want to make sure that you get 
home. So, when there's a car, a motorbike, a bicycle, whatever, I say, Leonie Buhagiar, take 
the unicorn. I'll see on those highways, those highways of the mind. Get out there. Brought 
to you by Liquor Barons. Wines, beers and independent spirit. 
 

Election.	
Greetings from Bohemia Heights West, brought to you by Liquor Barons. Occasionally I'm 
Tim Rogers and what the bloody hell are we going to talk about today? Here at Bohemia 
West, we like to consider ourselves being adrift of the zeitgeist and not beholden by time, 
but we can't stick our heads in the sand and apparently there's an election going on. We 
know that all good decisions are made with one, a good soundtrack and two, good choices. 
Now the choices that we've made today mean at the end of work today, we're going to have 
something lovely to pour down our throats, loosen those shoulders a little and make some 
decisions. We're getting a lot of hot air thrown at us, going to listen to it and make some 
decisions. But remember number one, always a good soundtrack. And if you're listening to a 
pollie and you reckon they haven't got a good record collection, how the bloody hell are you 
going to trust them? Hmm? So, when you see those eyes looking at you, giving you 
promises, look behind those eyes and think, "What have they got in the A to B section? 
What kind of stereo have they got? And more importantly, can they dance? Dance like 
everybody's watching?" Brought to you by Liquor Barons. Wines, beers and independent 
spirit. 
 

	
	



	

Overdressed.		
Greetings from Bohemia Heights West brought to you by Liquor Barons. Occasionally I'm Tim 
Rogers and what the bloody hell are we going to talk about today? I was very pleased this 
week to receive a letter from Glennis Lily of Cocklebiddy, who wrote to me and said, "Hey, 
Rogers, you're a bit of a peacock, a bit of a dandy. Aren't you embarrassed at times to be 
overdressed like that?" Thank you, Glennis. I have to say that you never know when you're 
going to be bundled into the back of a limousine and taken to a marvellous party. It's the 
most exquisite form of kidnapping there is. But I tell you, if you turn up to the 
aforementioned party and you're underdressed, well, then you're going to be embarrassed. I 
think that you should always dress expectantly. It doesn't need to be in finery. It doesn't 
need to be expensive at all, but just expectantly. People look at you and think, "I wonder 
where they're going?" And the answer is potentially everywhere. Brought to you by Liquor 
Barons. Wines, beers, and independent spirit. 
 
Wrap	up.		
Greetings from Bohemia Heights West brought to you by Liquor Barons. Occasionally I'm Tim 
Rogers and what the bloody hell are we going to ramble about today? So after four weeks of 
verbal wandering and pondering, what have we learnt apart from the fact that this guy may 
have had a few too many knocks to the melon? Well, I'm not here to learn you, but I hope 
you've been reminded that although opinions are thrown around with the savage velocity 
these days, I mean, it seems everywhere you look there's outrage and mock dismay. We 
hope you're reminded there's still places to ramble, avenues to roam, whether the road less 
travelled or a thought unravelled. So, I'm going to get rambling and I hope you do too. 
Because if you embrace your independent spirit, march to your own drum, well, at the end 
of the day, maybe just ease something refreshing down through your tonsils. Look out at 
that big old globe and let your mind wander and think, "what am I going to do different 
tomorrow?" We'll see you out there. And please remember you are always welcome here at 
Bohemia Heights West. Brought to you by your friends at Liquor Barons. Wines, beers and 
independent spirit. 
	
	


